Most security analysts now view the Cártel de Jalisco Nueva Generación (CJNG) as the most powerful organized crime group (OCG) in Mexico. This article explores the strategic/ security implications of the rise of this new and aggressive group by providing an in-depth historical case study. The case study shows that the CJNG is a highly resilient and geographically dispersed entity that draws upon the experience of its members, which studied under the tutelage of the Milenio and Sinaloa cartels. Since 2015 the CJNG has begun "adopting orphan" criminal cells left in the wake of the US and Mexican kingpin strategy and the resulting OCG fragmentations. This demonstrates the limits of kinetic strategies in the drug war as the Mexican drug trafficking system appears to be reconsolidating under the CJNG. Policy reform areas such as legal reform implementation, penal system capacity building, and tax reform goals are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
While there is some debate, since 2016-17 most security analysts view the Cartel de Jalisco Nueva Generación (CJNG) as the most powerful organized crime group (OCG) in Mexico.
1 This manuscript seeks to explore the strategic and security implications of the rise of this new and aggressive group by providing an in-depth historical case study of the CJNG and its rapid rise since 2010. The case study shows that the CJNG is a highly resilient and geographically dispersed entity that draws upon the knowledge and experience of its members, which was under the tutelage of the Milenio and Sinaloa cartels. Since at least 2015, the CJNG has "adopted orphan" criminal cells left in the wake of the United States and Mexican kingpin strategy and the resulting OCG fragmentations.
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This demonstrates the limits of kinetic strategies in the drug war, as the Mexican drug trafficking system appears to be reconsolidating under the CJNG despite a decade of kingpin/high value targeting (HVT). As will be shown, the CJNG is now present to varying degrees in all 32 Mexican states including those along the United States-Mexico border. Further, it is of sufficient size and power that it is capable of confronting and corrupting the Mexican state at the federal, state, and local levels. Despite the group's importance in Mexican drug trafficking and its implications for US security, there is a dearth of English language peer reviewed articles on the CJNG. Thus, by providing this historical case study and discussing its implications for the kingpin strategy, this article makes a significant empirical contribution to the security studies literature on
Mexican organized crime and the kingpin strategy.
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The rise of the CJNG has significant domestic (Mexico), regional, and global security implications. First, counterintuitively the kingpin strategy has created an opportunity for the CJNG to in part reconsolidate Mexican drug trafficking. The implication for Mexico is a CJNG that can consolidate power and profits sufficiently to corrupt and confront the state with impunity at a high level, challenging the state during a delicate election year. Second, the consolidation of the CJNG in Mexico means it will have increased capital and power projection capabilities for regional and global drug markets. In the Western Hemisphere, this will mean increased trafficking distribution in the United States, which will likely result in more corruption attempts of United States agents along the United States-Mexico border and a disruption and/or transition of US domestic drug markets. The CJNG is in a better position to continue displacing Colombian traffickers in the cocaine source region. Globally, the CJNG could use the higher profits and control of ports to capitalize further market penetration in Europe and Asia.
The article will present the historical case study of the CJNG focusing on its tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs), leadership, recruitment, control of prisons, business model, innovations, geographic spread throughout Mexican territory, new alliance strategies, and a discussion of the causes of Mexican state fragility that has allowed the CJNG rise. It will conclude with lessons learned and policy prescriptions derived from the case, including shifting away from solely kinetic strategies, emphasizing judicial, law enforcement, penal, and tax reforms to address acute resource scarcity for Mexican law enforcement. 
CÁRTEL DE JALISCO NUEVA GENERACIÓN (CJNG)

State Confrontation
The CJNG has proven itself ready to challenge the government direct- Many analysts predicted this would be the death knell of the CJNG as the government would target its resources against the CJNG and weaken it as it had other cartels. However, as other analysts have pointed out, the CJNG appears to have benefited from the attention of Chapo Guzman's escape and later re-arrest. Further, the CJNG learned to avoid confrontation and shifted toward more corruption.
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El Mencho is notorious for his use of threats and intimidation against his own men and police. A recent recording surfaced of El Mencho threatening to kill a state police commander and ordering him to get his men to stop targeting the CJNG. The commander is clearly afraid and deferential promising to make phone calls and comply.
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CJNG TTP ACQUISITION
It is important to discuss other examples of cartels and OCG processes from which the CJNG used raw materials to build its network. For example, many drug traffickers in the Tierra Caliente region, recruited felony deportees from the United States, which had experience in US prisons and gangs. 30 The CJNG later "adopted" some of these "orphan cells" of organized crime in the region. 31 In addition, the CJNG sponsored self-defence forces in 2012 against its rivals in the area and the self-defence forces drew upon felony deportee/former US gang members. A Mexican federal judge based this ruling on violations of "due process."
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Despite the advantaged position the CJNG has had in TTP acquisition, it has also aggressively sought new ones on the black market.
CJNG ARMS AND INNOVATIONS
Unlike other Mexican OCGs, which seemed content to use straw-purchasing networks to get firearms and ammunition from the United States market, the CJNG has chosen domestic production. Authorities discovered a clandestine AR-15 manufacturing facility that supplied the CJNG in 
Corruption
As with all organized crime in Mexico, the CJNG employs the plata o plomo strategy in which traffickers give government officials the choice between bribes or bullets. This phrase and "strategy" is so common and utilized by organized crime that it is a cliché. Mass media, film, books describing Colombian traffickers in the 80s used this phrase to describe Colombian cartels. Nonetheless, it is important to discuss the role of corruption as a modus operandi with in the CJNG. According to Jalisco State Attorney General Eduardo Almaguer, criminal gangs have been able to corrupt 20% of the Guadalajara municipal police force, and intimidate 70% of the force into not acting against them. According to a captured CJNG gang member, half the Guadalajara municipal police force is on its payroll, with the CJNG paying each between "1000 pesos and 50,000 pesos a month." 42 State Attorney General Almaguer also wants judges to take loyalty tests (vetting for corruption).
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Recruitment by Trickery
The CJNG like other OCGs in Mexico has resorted to recruitment by trickery. While in the 90s recruitment was based on higher wages (for the most part), and was more likely to be conscious in nature at least for hit men and traffickers, today many are offered ostensibly legal jobs that later (when force and intimidation can be applied) are revealed to be illegal. For example, a recent Facebook social media campaign offered legal jobs as "bodyguards, security guards, pollsters and even local police" to job seekers. 44 The CJNG then forced the job seekers to attend cartel-training camps. Similarly, in 2016, without the use of Facebook the CJNG has set up a fake "ghost" business and advertised via fliers forcing applicants to attend training camps in Jalisco. This is consistent with the use of trickery by other groups operating in different regions under the control of the Sinaloa and Arellano Felix Cartels.
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Diversification of Criminal Activities
Like other OCGs in this period the CJNG has diversified its portfolio into extortion, kidnap for ransom, petroleum theft, human labor and sex trafficking, etc. 
THE CJNG GEOGRAPHIC SPREAD IN MEXICO
There is no greater evidence to support the notion of the CJNG as highly resilient and powerful organization than to chronicle its rapid geograph- 
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The CJNG push into Veracruz against the Zetas could also be viewed in this light as far as the control of Gulf coast port would improve access to international markets. The increasing importance of fentanyl in the US drug market will only make control of these ports more profitable for the CJNG. The control of high profit ports, allowed the CJNG to fund territorial expansion and corrupt government officials. Figure 1 below is a 2015 DEA map demonstrating CJNG areas of dominant influence in Mexico.
In Table 1 In addition to its expansion in Mexico, the rise of the CJNG as a regional and global actor will have broad security implications. In the United that the CJNG is increasing its levels of vertical integration/ability to concentrate profits, and will use this power projection capability to expand its global operations in Europe and Asia.
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CJNG ALLIANCE INNOVATION
One innovation that the CJNG has brought to bear to Mexican trafficking is the ability to fight a group in one location, but maintain an alliance or Familia, (2) it found a way to affiliate with both, (3) it stays out of the local conflict but supports both.
The CJNG would not be the first Mexican OCG to engage in these types of agreements. Sullivan and Elkus, presciently point to the Zetas-MS13, flexible alliance structure as something other groups could potentially replicate.
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The 3 rd GEN Gang warfare literature points out MS-13 cells also likely increase in sophistication and training due to their contact with the Zetas.
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The Zetas and Gulf cartel have announced an alliance to attack the CJNG 
CONCLUSION
The rise of the CJNG has regional and global security implications. In the United States, this means increased attempts to corrupt US law enforcement, a shift in the suppliers in the wholesale drug market leading to disruptions and possibly violence, and potential increases in crimes such as kidnapping and extortion. The CJNG is pushing to dominate the Colombian market, increasing its profit potentials and ability to project itself globally including more deeply into European and Asian drug markets. 
